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Our	current	path



The	Challenge

"All	infrastructure	has	to	now	be	green.	
And	rivers	of	capital	need	to	flow	
to	assets	and	projects	that	are	

the	right ones	for	the	2050	world	
we	have	to	build.”

Christiana	Figueres,	UNFCCC



We	have	the	capital



• $60tn at	UN	Climate	Summit	
• Insurers	x10	climate	investments	2020

• G20	and	green	finance,	BRICS	Summit

• Central	banks:	China,	England,	etc.

Capital	wanting	green

We, the undersigned 

signatories to this statement, 

represent asset owners, 

investment managers and 

individual funds managing a 

combined US$11.2 trillion of 

assets. We are substantial 

investors in the US$100 trillion  

global bond market.

We understand:

1. That climate change poses a 

significant risk to societies, 

economies, and to the investments 

we make on behalf of our 

beneficiaries around the world. 

2. That the response to climate 

change requires substantial 

investments  in areas such as clean 

energy, low-carbon transport, water 

infrastructure; and in adaptation 

measures for communities and to 

improve existing infrastructure. 

It requires a rapid transition to a 

low-carbon and climate resilient 

economy.

3. That a large proportion of the 

mitigation and adaptation solutions 

required can be structured as 

investible assets that will suit the 

yield and risk levels required to meet 

the needs of our beneficiaries.

We welcome:

1. The growth of the green bonds 

and climate bonds market as a 

mechanism to finance solutions 

to climate change while meeting 

our fixed income yield and risk 

requirements. 

2. The growth of green and climate 

corporate, project, revenue, 

municipal and asset-backed bonds to 

complement the foundation issuance 

from development banks.

3. The efforts of the Green Bond 

Principles in recommending 

transparency and establishing 

reporting guidelines for issuers of 

green bonds and inviting investor, 

issuer, underwriter and NGO input 

concerning expectations and 

standards for the market. 

We encourage, in order to scale up 

investment in green bonds, climate 

bonds and other bonds financing 

mitigation of and adaptation to climate 

change that meet our risk and return 

requirements as institutional investors:

1. Governments to act through 

policy, regulation, risk mitigation, 

guarantees, tax credits and other 

mechanisms to support the issuance 

of bonds that both address climate 

change and allow us to meet our 

obligations to our beneficiaries.

2. Experts in low carbon and climate 

resilient investments to develop 

clear and independent industry 

standards for the climate change 

impacts and benefits of bond 

financed projects, noting that they 

need to be sufficiently ambitious 

to meet emissions reduction and 

adaptation challenges, while being 

technologically and economically 

feasible.

3. Issuers to ensure transparency 

around the use of proceeds and 

their impact, and for corporate 

issuers to have credible independent 

reviews of the environmental 

credentials of climate bonds and 

green bonds and confirmation of the 

assets use of proceeds and resulting 

climate benefits.

We, as investors and fiduciaries, 

understand that we have a 

responsibility to address threats to the 

future performance of our investments 

from climate change as well as a 

responsibility to secure our clients’ 

savings through sustainable and 

responsible investments. 

We believe green bonds can be part 

of our strategy to accomplish both 

of these aims. We are looking for 

opportunities to invest and to work 

with.

We undertake to work, through bodies 

like the Climate Bonds Initiative, with 

governments, development institutions, 

industry, cities, commercial banks, 

NGOs and others, to grow a large 

and robust market that makes a real 

contribution to addressing climate 

change. 
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FROM INVESTORS REPRESENTING US$11.2 TRILLION

The Paris Green Bonds Statement
SIGNATORIES 

ACTIAM — Jacob de Wit, CEO

Addenda Capital — Brian Minns, Sustainable 

Investing Specialist

Affirmative Investment Management — Stuart 

Kinnersley, CEO & Co-Founder

AllianceBernstein — Peter S. Kraus, Chairman 

and CEO

Allianz Global Investors — Franck Dixmier, 

Global CIO Fixed Income

Amundi Asset Management — Bernard Carayon, 

Deputy CEO

APG Asset Management — Herman Slooijer, 

Managing Director Global Credits

AP1/Första AP-Fonden — Mikael Angberg, CIO

AP2/Andra AP-Fonden — Ulrika Danielson, Head 

of Communications

AP3 /Tredje AP-fonden — Peter Lundkvist, AP3 

Head of Corporate Governance

AP4/Fjärde AP-Fonden — Arne Lööw, Head of 

Corporate Governance and Dr Ulf Erlandsson, 

Senior Portfolio Manager Credit

Aviva Investors — Dr Steve Waygood, Chief 

Responsible Investment Officer

AXA Investment Managers — Andrea Rossi, 

CEO
BlackRock — Kevin Holt, Co-head of Americas 

Fixed Income

BNP Paribas Investment Partners — Helena 

Viñes Fiestas, Head of Sustainability Research

California Teachers’ State Retirement Systems 

(CalSTRS) — Jack Ehnes, CEO

Calvert Investments — Bennett Freeman, Senior 

VP, Sustainability Research and Policy

F&C Investments — Vicki Bakhshi, Head of 

Governance and Sustainable Investment

Legal & General Investment Management — 

Meryam Omi, Head of Sustainability

Mirova —  Hervé Guez, Director Responsible 

Investment Research 

MN — Anatoli van der Krans, Senior Advisor 

Responsible Investment & Governance

Natixis Asset Management  

— Hervé Guez, Director of Responsible 

Investment Research

NEI Investments — Robert Walker, Vice 

President Ethical Funds & ESG Services

NN Investment Partners — Hans Stoter, CIO

Pax World Mutual Funds — Dr Julie Fox Gorte, 

Senior VP for Sustainable Investing

Raiffeisen Capital Management — Dieter Aigner, 

Board Member

Zurich Insurance Group — Manuel Lewin, Head 

of Responsible Investment

SUPPORTED BY THE

Ceres Investor Network on Climate Risk — 

representing over 100 investors in North America

Investor Group on Climate Change —  investors 

in Australia & New Zealand 

To register your organisations support for this 

statement, please contact 

Manuel Adamini, manuel@climatebonds.net

https://www.climatebonds.net/get-involved/

investor-statement



Climate	Bonds	Initiative	is	an	investor-focused	not-for-profit	
organisation	working	to	shift	the	largest	capital	market	of	all;	
the	$80	trillion	bond	market,	for	climate	change	solutions.

Tracking	the	market

Market	analysis,	Investor	education	
(events,	reports)	and	commenting	on	the	
market		developments	via	the	Climate	
Bonds	Blog

Developing	trusted	Standards

Developing	an	easy-to-use	screening	tool	for	
investors	and	governments	which	allows	
them	to	easily	prioritize	climate	and	green	
bonds	with	confidence	that	the	funds	are	
being	used	to	deliver	climate	change	
solutions.

Policy	models	and	advice
Developing	policy	proposals	for	
government	and	finance	industry.	Our	
interest	is	in	the	engineering	of	rapid	
and	large-scale	mitigation	
opportunities	suitable	for	long-term	
debt	finance.

Partnering	with	Institutions
Climate	Bonds	partners	program	boasts	a	
combined	Assets	under	management	of	
over	$13	trillion	across	our	investors	,	
with	some	$34tn		represented	across	our	
Boards	and	Committees



Our	Partners



What	are	Green	Bonds?

§ Green bonds are debt securities
issued by financial, non-financial
or public entities where the
proceeds are used to finance
100% green projects and assets

§ Just like regular vanilla bonds.
“green” is a bonus feature to the
bond.

§ It’s about the projects and
assets, not the issuer.

§ The green label is a tool for
investors





• The	key	figures:

• USD160.8bn green	bond	issuance	in	
2017

• Over	1500 green	bond	issues
• 78% growth	on	2016
• 37 countries	from	all	continents
• 239 different	issuers
• 146 new	issuers
• USD10.7bn – largest	single	green	bond
• 3 sovereign	Green	Bonds	from	France,	

Fiji,	Nigeria

https://youtu.be/L1OUnCy8hXQ

Labeled	green	bond	market	is	growing	rapidly



A	global	phenomena	– as	at	end	2017

>	$10bn issued
$1bn	- 10bn	issued
<	$1bn	outstanding

USA	$48bn China	
$40bn

Supra-
nationals	
=	+$50bn

Germany	$23bn
Netherlands	$15bn

France	$35bn Sweden	$11bn

India	
$6bn

Canada	
$5.4bn

Mexico	$6.6bn

Spain	$9bn

Australia	
$4bn

Brazil	$4bn

Korea	$2bn



It’s	about	mitigation	and	adaptation/resilience

Solar,	wind	grid
Bioenergy,	Geothermal
Hydro,	Marine

Low-carbon	buildings
Greening	industry

Low	emission	vehicles	
Electric	Vehicles
Rail,	BRTs

Sustainable	water	mgmt.												
Water	infrastructure
Storm	adaptation

Waste	&	pollution	mgmt.
Methane	reduction
Recycling

Agriculture
Food	supply	chain
Forestry,	wood,	paper

ICT	&	Broadband



Renewable	Energy	&	Green	Buildings	dominate

Investments	
in	renewable	
energy
continue	to	
be	the	most	
common	use	
of	proceeds.



Guide	for	Governments	&	Policy	Makers

Basic	steps
- Demonstration	bonds
- Investment	pipelines
- Catalyst	banks	/	funds

Support	tools
- Regulatory	Credit	support
- Aggregation

Financial	system	
- Build	bond	markets
- Risk	weighting
- Central	bank	buying

An Executive Briefing 
for the public sector to 

stimulate private sector 
market development  

for green bonds

CONSULTATION PAPER

SCALING UP GREEN BOND MARKETS FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT



The Climate Bonds Standard and
Certification Scheme is a FairTrade-like
labelling scheme for bonds. It is designed
as an easy-to-use tool for investors and
issuers to assist them in prioritising
investments that truly contribute to
addressing climate change.

The Climate Bonds Standard is made up
of two parts:

1. Climate Bonds Standard details
management and reporting processes

2. Sector specific Criteria detail the
requirements assets must meet to be
eligible for Climate Bonds Certification

The	Climate	Bonds	Standard	&	Certification	Scheme



Environmental	credibility	
+	low	transaction	costs	

$34tn	Standards	Board	 Climate	Science	Framework
Potsdam	Institute	Climate	Science	/	Climate	Analytics

Verifiers



Available	Green	definitions

Next:	EU	Sustainable	Finance	Taxonomy	via	High-Level	Expert	Group	on	Sustainable	Finance



Chile & Green Finance



Gracias!

Thatyanne Gasparotto
thatyanne.gasparotto@climatebonds.net
www.climatebonds.net


